
MyVRSpot’s "One Device to One Monitor" sign solution is designed
for those schools and districts running individual monitors
throughout the building, such as at the front office, in the cafeteria
or as an overflow for the auditorium or gymnasium.   

As you add or remove content using the MyVRSpot web interface,
that content is automatically pushed to each connected device and
stored on their local drive. Media is then displayed and will loop all
content in the media feed. Those media items are then displayed
from the local drive, eliminating the need to maintain a constant
internet connection. This process not only saves the network from
unnecessary traffic, but ultimately saves the district money. 
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See reverse side for Digital Sign Network Packages

MyVRSpot’s SmartSign digital sign solution is completely web-based
and specifically designed for schools and school districts. Authorized
users are able to easily control the content to be displayed on
monitors throughout the buildings, including videos, images, and
URL links. 

The SmartSign solution utilizes our custom-built Chrome Extension,
and as such, the digital sign content can be viewed on any monitor
connected to a device running the Chrome browser and Chrome
extension. By utilizing the Chrome extension, district bandwidth
usage is minimal, as media is saved to the local drive of each device.

For those districts looking to mirror content from a single
computing device to display on multiple monitors, we have several
network-based packages to choose from. 

K E Y  F E A T U R E S
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Windows or MAC OS
Desktop, Laptop, Micro PC
2GHz processor
2GB of RAM
32GB Hard drive
Chrome (88.0.4324.104 or newer)  
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One Device to One Monitor Solution
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This package includes: Up to Ten (10) MyVRSpot accounts for sign management; One (1) 4-port HDMI
Transmitter; 4 HDMI receivers; One (1) 5-port network switch; One (1) Live Broadcasting channel integrated into
your SmartSign(s); and automatic Closed Captioning of all digital sign video and audio content.  
Hardware Add-On:  We can provide One (1) Micro PC with Windows 10 Pro with two (2) HDMI ports; including a
1-year full warranty.

Enterprise SmartSign: Four (4) Displays
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Enterprise SmartSign Solution
If you are looking for a more robust digital sign
solution that will mirror your sign media over your
network instead of via local drives, our network
based solution might be just what you are looking
for.  The network option allows you to mirror a
SmartSign and its content to either four (4) or eight
(8) monitors in your building.  Easily extend the
HDMI audio-video signal from a computer to remote
displays via CAT-6 Ethernet cables. Using a single
computing device, Windows, MAC, or Chromebook,
a HDMI transmitter, switch, and receivers at each
monitor, you are able to stream videos and images
to each connected monitor.   

The purchase of SmartSigns can be customized based on the number of devices, digital signs, and Live
Broadcasting channels needed. SmartSigns can either be purchased as a bundle with MyVRSpot accounts, or
can be purchased based on any of the packages below. Add-Ons that are also available for purchase include:
Micro PCs directly from MyVRSpot; Pre-configuration of hardware with your SmartSign and Live Broadcasting
channels; and Onsite setup and training. Ask your Sales Rep for more information.

SmartSign Purchase Options

This package includes: Up to 10 MyVRSpot accounts for sign management; Three (3) BYOD connected devices;
(1) Live Broadcasting channel integrated into your SmartSign(s); and automatic Closed Captioning of all digital
sign video and audio files.  Hardware Add-On: We can provide three (3) Micro PCs with Windows 10 Pro,
including a 1-year full warranty.

Micro PC Package

This package includes: Up to Ten (10) MyVRSpot accounts for sign management; One (1) 8-port HDMI
Transmitter; 8 HDMI receivers; One (1) 16-port network switch; One (1) Live Broadcasting channel integrated
into your SmartSign(s); and automatic Closed Captioning of all digital sign video and audio content.
Hardware Add-On: We can provide One (1) Micro PC with Windows 10 Pro with two (2) HDMI ports; including a
1-year full warranty.

Enterprise SmartSign: Eight (8) Displays
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